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Dear Student,

Whether you are an existing Farlingaye student or a student at another establishment you are very
welcome to join the Sixth Form at Farlingaye High School.  We offer a broad curriculum and aim
to meet your needs.  There is a place for you whether you are interested in following an A Level
course or a combined course of A Levels, Level 3 Technical qualifications and/or GCSE re-takes.

We have a very successful Sixth Form, with students achieving exceptional results. Every year our
results are well above national and county averages. The Telegraph and the Times placed us highly
among their top schools.  We have been ranked as one of the best state Sixth Forms in Suffolk for
over 10 years.

Our OFSTED report in 2013 confirmed that our Sixth Form is outstanding in all categories. We were
particularly pleased that we are achieving these outstanding results with a range of student entry
levels at post-16. We also add value to Sixth Form students, increasing performance in comparison
to expected grades.

Farlingaye Sixth Form offers you the best of opportunities – we have committed and experienced
staff, superb buildings, including a purpose-built Sixth Form Centre, and excellent resources,
including good access to ICT.

While we aim for you to reach your highest academic potential, we also want to offer you the
opportunity to broaden your experience by taking part in an exciting and fulfilling extra-curricular
programme.  We want you to contribute to the whole life of the school and last, and certainly not
least, we want you to enjoy yourself!

You will be expected to work hard to show commitment and to achieve success.  You will work in
partnership with others – with your staff to ensure you are reaching your targets; with your peer
group in sharing your experiences; and with your local community in gaining work experience and
supporting others.  Staff will also work closely with your parents to help you achieve in all you do.
At the end of your course you will have developed new skills and interests that will prepare you for
life in the 21st century.

Please make the most of the opportunities to find out more about life in the Sixth Form and do
ask if there is anything else you need to know.  It would be very helpful for you to attend the Open
Evening on Thursday 11th January 2018. We hope very much to be welcoming you to the
Farlingaye Sixth Form in September 2018.

Dr Andy Sievewright, Headteacher
Mr Josh Lampard, Head of Sixth Form
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Why Choose Farlingaye?
For academic success and great facilities …
A committed and experienced staff; superb resources and excellent buildings create a stimulating
learning environment. 

We have a highly successful Sixth Form, with students achieving exceptional results.

Choose from over 30 two-year courses, including A Levels and Level 3 Technical Qualifications.

Over 800 networked computers offer full broadband internet access and students can also bring
their own device to connect to our network. Laser, colour printers and scanning facilities are all
available. Laptops can be loaned at no cost.

Excellent facilities include a purpose-built Sixth Form block, fitness studio, performance area, sports
hall, Sixth Form study area and a learning resource centre.

Benefit from all the additional resources from our position as a Leading Edge School and Teaching
School.

In addition to a wide range of AS, A Level, Level 3 and GCSE courses, we offer a variety of curriculum
enrichment courses many of which lead to additional qualifications.

The Sixth Form has a culture of ambition, and we will do everything we can to help you to achieve
well in your chosen areas of study.

Conferences, visiting speakers, fieldwork and residential trips for everyone all enhance studying.

For mentoring and personal support …
Nationally recognised benchmark data give you grades to aim for and exceed in your chosen subjects.

Take a greater responsibility for your own learning within our caring, supportive and friendly
environment. 

Our careful monitoring of students’ progress is geared towards helping everyone achieve.

There’ll be lots of praise when everything is going well. But if you’re not doing as well as you should
be, you’ll know about it, and we’ll support you.  We’ll give you comprehensive and individual guidance
through the application process for Higher Education, with sessions on writing UCAS applications
and personal mock interviews.

We will also give advice on apprenticeships and the world of work. 

Individual tutor and teacher dialogues are used to discuss progress and set goals.
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… and so much more, beyond study
Help others by becoming a Buddy Mentor to those in the lower years, or join the Adopt-a-Teacher
scheme and support classroom activities.

Join in national competitions, including
Bar Mock Trial, Maths Olympiad and the
Students Investor Challenge.

Join our highly successful post-16 sports
teams.

Specialist day conferences are organised
by different faculties, with a range of
outside speakers and opportunities to
talk to people in industry.

Join the Charity Committee and organise
fun events – we raise over £6,000 each
year.

Enjoy trips to a variety of places that have
included Italy, India, Poland and the
Czech Republic, Borneo, Morocco, Peru,
the Galapagos, World War I battlefields
and a biennial music tour.

Spend break and lunchtime in the Sixth Form common room, listen to music, drink coffee, buy
snacks or just chat.

Take part in international exchanges and residential visits; attend national lectures, theatres and
conferences.

Display your musical talent through our many ensembles: various choirs, jazz band, wind band and
orchestra – or try something completely different at our occasional acoustic, rock or pop concerts
and open mic sessions.

Be a student ambassador for the Year 12 Induction Day.
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Why Join the Sixth Form?

The obvious answer is to gain qualifications.  This will then allow you access to Higher Education
or help you to pursue a job or particular career.  However, there is more to Sixth Form life than just
studying hard.

While in the Sixth Form you will want to have the opportunity to widen your experience in academic
subjects, to develop other skills and talents and to have fun.

A balance between a commitment to study, involvement in the wider life of the Sixth Form and an
active social life will help make your time in Sixth Form rewarding, successful and enjoyable.
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What do you want out of a Sixth Form?
Most students in Year 11 would say:
•    Experienced and committed subject staff
•    Access to educational trips and visits
•    Good resources and facilities
•    Higher education and careers advice and guidance
•    Care and support with any problems
•    An active and lively social life
•    Opportunity for extra-curricular activities
You’ll get all this in Farlingaye Sixth Form.

Induction and Support

In September, at enrolment, you confirm your final choice of subjects and give an assurance that
you are willing to commit yourself to the requirements of the courses you have chosen. Even then
there is the possibility of change.

During the first five weeks (known as the induction period) opportunities exist to discuss the
possibilities of course changes. It is clear, however, that the longer you leave it before changing,
the more difficult it becomes to make up ground in your new subject.  We would expect all such
changes to have occurred within this induction period.

During this period, and throughout your time at Farlingaye, we support and monitor your progress.
You will receive a report every seven to eight weeks. Your Sixth Form tutor will meet you regularly
one-to-one to discuss your reviews and help you organise and use your time effectively.

Tutors help you adjust to the kind of study and workload required and provide a programme of
advice and support.  The teachers you have for the different subjects also meet with you regularly
to discuss your progress and to agree goals with you for each term.  The first half term also has
activities designed to help you adjust to studying and prepare you for life beyond Sixth Form.
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Entry criteria for A Level courses

Our entry policy is designed to be flexible and accommodating.  It will, however, specify grades to
be achieved for entry to certain specific subjects. 

Overall we have found that students need at least five grade Cs or 5/6s at GCSE/BTEC, with Bs in
some subjects, to achieve at A Level.  Therefore, we are looking for students to have attained that
standard to start our courses.

We consider each student individually – we look at their exam results, any special circumstances
and the view of the teachers about their potential and achievements at GCSE/BTEC. The minimum
entry requirements for all students to undertake a programme of study is 4 grade 4/Cs, but will
result in a reduced range of subjects on offer.

Please note that in English, Maths, Sciences and IT we will stick very carefully to our published
criteria for entry. Our experience shows that students taking these subjects will be successful only
if they begin them with a very secure understanding of the subject matter they will be using in the
initial stages of the Year 12 course.

Entry criteria for re-take GCSE English and Maths: Preferably 3.

GCSE re-take options

If students join the Sixth Form without a grade 4 in English or Maths they must re-sit. Students
must have achieved a grade 4 in at least one of them.

English Language GCSE
The course is designed for post-16 students who would like to improve on their existing
qualifications in English.  It follows the pattern of the standard GCSE, but is concentrated into one
year.  The final grade is assessed by two examinations only.  A November re-sit is possible for those
who achieved a grade 3 the previous summer.

Mathematics GCSE
The course is designed for post-16 students who would like to improve on their GCSE grade, and
is particularly aimed at students who achieved a grade 3 in Year 11.

Students follow a year-long course. There are re-sit opportunities in November and June.
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Applying

Enclosed with this booklet is an application form that you need to fill in and return to the school
by Friday 2nd February 2018 showing your proposed choice of courses and subjects. You will find
guidance on completing the application form later in this booklet. Please tell us if there is a clash
of subjects. We can sometimes make changes to pool groups to ensure you can do the subjects
you wish to study.

During the subsequent two months you, with your parents/carers, will be invited to school to
discuss your application.  We will consider your needs and the requirements of the courses you
wish to follow. However, you need not worry that this plan is set in stone. Changes may be made,
with guidance, right up to the day you start the term – this may particularly apply if your GCSE
results are not as you expected.

Open Evening
On Thursday 11th January 2018 there will be a special Open Evening at which you can find out
about the Sixth Form at Farlingaye. By this time you may have received your trial exam grades and
will have a clearer idea of the courses you might be interested in. Please note that the evening
starts promptly at 6.45pm and you will need to allow ample time for parking.
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A Levels have changed

From September 2017, all the A Levels we offer are now in a linear form. A Level results will depend
on the exams taken at the end of the two-year course. Some subjects no longer exist as A levels
and we will now be offering these as Level 3 Technical Qualifications.These are more vocational
and often have a higher proportion of coursework and are clearly marked in the prospectus.

Students may choose subjects of either type to make up their programme of study.

As a school we are currently intending to enter all A Level students for AS exams at the end of Year
12 (June 2019). While these results will not count towards their final A Level grades in Year 13, they 
will achieve “stand-alone” grades for each course that will give credit towards university application.

Please note that progression onto the Year 13 course is dependent on students being graded A-E
at AS Level.

In choosing to use the AS exam for all students, we hope to maintain motivation toward the end
of Year 12 and also have an accurate and independent benchmark against which to measure
student progress.
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Facilities

The Sixth Form block contains a purpose-built study and ICT area, Common Room, teaching rooms
and resource areas with access to networked PCs, all with internet success.  There are also specialist
science labs and ICT rooms built for Sixth Form teaching.  Subjects specific to the Sixth Form have
designated teaching areas in the new block.

The Common Room is well furnished and students also have good access to faculty study rooms,
the library, sports hall, fitness studio and ICT across the rest of the school. We also have a fair trade
coffee outlet for use at break and lunchtime.

Information on Courses
Students select four A Level subjects. As well as these, all students will be taking an enrichment
course in the final pool group.  We are currently offering Additional Studies including Cambridge
International Critical Thinking Skills AS Level. This provides a balanced overview to their studies. It also
provides time to cover other topics such as study skills, finance, careers and supporting
students’ UCAS applications.

A Level courses will be made up of different units. AS exams are sat in the summer of Year 12.
These results will be available for the UCAS applications.

In order to prepare for the summer exams there will be a Mock Exam week in the Spring Term.
Students may need to re-take English or Maths GCSE and these subjects are available as choices
alongside AS Level study.

It is possible for a wide variety or combination of courses and examinations to be chosen. Careful
planning for your studying is required.

It is important to note that many university courses will often need specific subjects at A Level.
Students should research these requirements prior to finalising choices.

Help and advice in assembling your combination of courses will be available in school and in the
interview with you and your parents. You will find detailed course descriptions from page 18.
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Meet our Students

Sophia Morris
I’ve been at Farlingaye 5 years since joining in Year 8, and have enjoyed
the move into Sixth Form. It’s been really great meeting new people and
studying higher levels of subjects I’ve previously enjoyed. I’m studying
English Literature, Music, History and Government and Politics. 

I’m reallyenjoying them all. The work is harder but the teachers are really
supportive. I’m part of the school orchestra, playing in 1st violins and am
also training to be a buddy mentor. I’m also a Year 12 ambassador for
the school and I’m looking forward to the year ahead. 

Oliver Karaalp
Moving to a new school is always a challenge. Fortunately, Farlingaye
have a welcoming and focused environment ready to study for A levels.
We even have a “get to know you” activity so we can meet people.  

This year it was a Year 12 “It’s a Knockout” tournament. Furthermore the
staff here are so friendly, especially Miss Mason, the librarian. There is
an abundance of opportunity and support in all subjects to get the most
from Sixth Form, including both curricular and extra-curricular activities. 
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Life beyond study

Farlingaye is not just about studying hard and achieving well in your chosen courses: there are
many extra-curricular opportunities to enjoy and learn from.

The Sixth Form Council represents the views of the student body and has responsibility for the
upkeep and development of the common room and other areas within the Sixth Form.  In addition,
there is a School Council, Green Council and Sports Council, as well as the opportunity to organise
the Year 13 Prom.

All of these give students the chance to support others and express their views.

The Charity Committee is also very active and each year raises thousands of pounds for local and
national charities. All the planning, organising and running of the events are done by students.

Sixth Form students also take leading roles in drama and music performances.  Alongside this, our
15 musical ensembles and various music concerts all provide chances for students to demonstrate
their musical skills.

We are also looking at offering enrichment PE which students can opt into during one of their
study periods.

We have a long and successful record of exchange visits with France and Germany and we also
run a ski trip. Every other year we offer a Post-16 Third Reich Humanities trip to Europe. We also
run trips that have included Iceland, Borneo, Ecuador and Morocco and we run the Duke of
Edinburgh Award to gold standard.

Every other year, 120 students, including many Sixth Formers, go on a music tour to Europe.  This
year, they are going to the South of France. Most subjects organise trips, visits and visiting speakers.
Farlingaye has continued its success in the Bar Mock Trial competition, being represented in the
regional finals for several years. The Adopt-a-Teacher and Buddy Mentoring schemes and the
opportunity to help our Reading Club enable Sixth Formers to gain invaluable experience helping
other students.

Work Experience and Community Service is also encouraged. Post-16 sports teams continue to
flourish in netball, rugby, athletics, football, cross-country running, swimming and sailing and many
of our students help with sports clubs as well.

This is a thriving, stimulating and exciting Sixth Form, setting and achieving high standards.
We welcome you to be part of its continuing success.
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Our stage is all the world

You don’t have to study Drama to get involved in our drama productions.

Each year we have a Drama Showcase, where you can be involved in a sketch or adaptation of a
drama piece, either devised together or taken from an existing play. Performances take place in a
cabaret style, with canapés and a licensed bar. It makes for a really enjoyable evening’s entertainment,
enthusiastically received by packed audiences.

Or you can audition for our Upper School musical, combining song, drama and dance, performed
in the Spring Term. Past productions have included Les Miserables, Chicago, Cabaret and Fame
(pictured).
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The world is our oyster

Travelling and exchanging ideas across cultures is one of the most enriching forms of education.
There are a host of trips on offer to our Sixth Form students, from a range of subject-based trips,
such as to local universities; the Maths Inspiration lectures at Cambridge; trips to local hospitals
and gyms, studying animal behaviour at Colchester Zoo and field trips to Minsmere and Shingle
Street.  Drama and English students will watch professional productions in London or closer to
home and we run French, Spanish and German exchanges every year.

Our Activities Week in the summer term offers a host of different trips, from day trips to the West
End to longer residential trips, such as the Music Tour or the Duke of Edinburgh expeditions.  

Special study trips or enrichment trips have include a Geography trip to Iceland, the biennial tour
of the Third Reich for History and Humanities students, and cultural trips to Borneo and to Ecuador
and Galapagos.

Farlingaye students have worked with indigenous peoples to help in their villages, visited
orang-utan sanctuaries, balanced an egg on the Equator and trekked through the Andes to the
Inca city of Machu Picchu in Peru. There’s a whole world out there just waiting to be explored.
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We love music, from classical to jazz and rock

We offer an amazing array of musical opportunities, whatever your interests or expertise.

There are six choirs, including boys’ choirs, girls’ choirs, a barbershop choir and a traditional
chamber choir.  Instrumental ensembles include our Concert Band, Brass Band, Sinfonia and our
celebrated Big Band, as well as various clubs and lunchtime activities such as Flute Choir and
Ukulele Club. Students have also had the opportunity to take part in “open mic” sessions,
songwriting workshops and rock concerts.

Our groups perform at a multitude of concerts every year.  These include the traditional Christmas
concerts, performing in the local community. We support events such as Maritime Woodbridge,
carols at Sutton Hoo, concerts at a local care home, our summer concert in Elmhurst Park as well
as our annual choral concert, which involves all the local primary school choirs as well.
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Join the Club

There’s lots to get involved in within school too. As well as our numerous music clubs there are
many other opportunities during the school day.

If sport is your passion we have various team sport clubs, such as the Sixth Form football team,
indoor rowing, fitness in our dedicated fitness studio, inter-form volleyball and dodgeball
competitions and many more.

Away from sport there is the Debate Club, the FHS Record Label club, academic activities such as
revision clubs, STEP club and extra-curricular subjects, including the EPQ.

In all cases there are also opportunities to help out with lower school clubs, such as Science Club
for Key Stage 3, where Sixth Formers plan and deliver a range of experiments for Years 7-9, Rowing
Club for Year 8, Badminton and Library Club. You can also volunteer at our Reading Club, where
you will help younger students with their reading – a fantastic opportunity for anyone who wants
to go into any of the caring professions.

New clubs are springing up all the time, and if you have an interest you can often start one up
yourself.
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Additional Studies
including the
Thinking Skills
AS level
Specification:
Cambridge International Thinking Skills (9694)

Qualification type:
non-linear international AS level qualifications
recognised in UK and around the world Subject
Description:  The CIE Thinking Skills AS level will be
taken at the end of Year 12.  The course will cover
general knowledge and current affairs topics, study
skills for analysis and debate, UCAS and ‘next steps’
preparation, and other elements of PSHE & character
education.  
The Thinking Skills syllabus also enables students to
approach their other subjects with an improved ability
to understand, analyse and resolve problems. 

Course Content:
Two components: Problem Solving and Critical Thinking. 
Problem Solving - extract and process relevant data,
search and find procedures for tackling problems, use
spatial reasoning, make hypotheses to explain
variations, and come to choices and decisions.  
Critical Thinking - the emphasis is on language -
recognising, analysing and evaluating reasoned
arguments and conclusions, as well as flawed ones,
detecting implicit assumptions, assessing the impact of
evidence, and being able to infer and deduce.

How is the course assessed?
Year 12 - two 1¾ hour papers, externally assessed, each
worth 50% of the total marks for AS.  
Paper 1 (Problem Solving) consists of 30 multiple choice
questions, and Paper 2 (Critical Thinking) contains 3
structured answer tasks worth 15 marks each. 

Year 13 progression
Year 13 - Additional Studies encompasses UCAS and
‘next steps’ preparation and options such as Thinking
Skills A level, Extended Project Qualification and other
enrichment activities such as volunteering or work
experience.

Post-18 opportunities
The course will be of great benefit when preparing for
higher education and for a wide range of careers,
including law, scientific research, social science,
journalism, medicine, business, accounting and
engineering. The Thinking Skills syllabus encourages
free and open debate, critical and investigative thinking,
informed and disciplined reasoning, which are highly
valued by universities and employers.

Teacher responsible: Mrs C Robinson
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Applied Science
Specification:
AQA Level 3 Extended Certificate (360 GLH (TVQ01029)

Qualification type:
Applied General Qualification

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
Science 5&5, and 5 in English and Maths

Subject description
Applied Science is a broad-based qualification which
gives a general vocational introduction to Science.
Candidates can experience the scientific environment
through work experience, case studies, research and
vocational visits. Learners will cover topics such as:
•    scientific principles associated with the application 
     of Biology, Chemistry and Physics
•    experimental and practical techniques
•    the roles and skills of scientists, and the public and 
     media perception of science

Each unit within the qualification has an applied
purpose which acts as a focus for the learning in the
unit. It will enable learners to learn in such a way that
they gain:
•    skills required for independent learning and 
     development
•    the ability to solve problems
•    the skills of project-based research, development 
     and presentation
•    the ability to apply mathematical and ICT skills

Year 12 units studied
Three mandatory units:
•    Key concepts in science – written exam
•    Applied experimental techniques – portfolio
•    Science in the modern world – written exam with 
     pre-release material

It is possible to certificate at the end of Year 12 with a
Level 3 Certificate in Applied Science.

Year 13 units studied
Two mandatory units plus an optional one:
•    The human body – written exam 
•    Investigating science – portfolio
•    Optional unit on Microbiology, Medical Physics or 
     Organic Chemistry - portfolio

How the course is assessed
Portfolio work 50% (33% in Year 12 and 66% in Year 13),
written exams 50% (66% in Year 12 and 33% in Year 13)
The course is graded using the Pass, Merit, Distinction
and Distinction* system. The Extended Certificate is
equivalent to one GCE A Level, and the course carries
UCAS points.

Post-18 opportunities
Progression to science-related courses in further or
higher education, including healthcare professions
biotechnology fields, forensics and many more.

Teacher responsible: Mr T Moore
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Art & Design
Specification:
Edexcel 8AD0/9AD0

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
Art & Design Grade 5

Subject description
AS and A2 Art & Design courses offer the opportunity
to explore a wide range of disciplines, including
drawing, painting, ceramics, printmaking, sculpture and
mixed media, supported by gallery visits, visiting artists
and workshops.  Sketchbooks are used to record
research, ideas and experiments.

AS components
Component 1 Coursework 
Explore and develop their skills using research and
recording from primary sources with opportunities to
select sources and contextual images for analysis and
inspiration.  Students will create final outcomes as the
realisation of their ideas.
Component 2 Externally set assignment 
A paper will be set in January to generate ideas and
practical exploration in response to a given theme.
Submissions must include preparatory studies and a
final timed outcome which is produced over a period
of 10 hours.

A2 components
Component 1 Coursework  
Practical work provides opportunities to pursue your
own ideas in a chosen area of Art.  The written element
is presented in the form of an illustrated essay.
Component 2 Externally set assignment 
A paper will be set in January to create practical

explorations in response to a given theme. Submissions
must include preparatory studies and a final timed
outcome which is produced over a period of 15 hours.

Post-18 opportunities
Foundation Studies in Art & Design, Degree in
Architecture, Art & Design, Animation, Theatre Design,
Illustration, Interior Design, Art History, Graphic Design,
Printmaking and Sculpture, working within galleries,
education, film, media, advertising and theatre.

Teacher responsible: Mrs T Hetherington
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Art: Photography
Specification:
Edexcel 8PYo/9PYo

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
Art & Design or Photography Grade 5 

Subject description
AS and A2 Photography courses will explore artwork
using darkroom and digital imaging.  Photographic
techniques are used to convey messages and create 
works. Practical involves the selection and manipulation
of images.  Students will employ creative approaches
that go beyond mere observation and recording.  Work
journals will be used to record ideas, experiments and
research.

Units studied
AS components
Component 1 Coursework:
Students will produce a journal incorporating recording
from primary and contextual sources and photographic
experiments and final outcomes as the realisation of 
their ideas.
Component 2 Externally set assignment:
A paper will be set in January in which students are
given time to generate ideas and practical exploration
in response to a given theme.

A2 components
Component 1 Coursework:
Students are required to produce a body of practical
work and a personal study in written form as an essay.
Component 2 Externally set assignment: A paper will
be set in January in which students are given time to
generate ideas and practical exploration in response to
a given theme.  

How the course is assessed
Both AS and A2 are assessed by marking of practical
evidence produced to cover four assessment objectives,
each covering 25% of the qualification.  AS Component
1 and Component 2 are both 50% of the final grade.
A2 Component 1 is 40% and Component 2 60% of the
final grade.

Post-18 opportunities
Foundation Studies in Art & Design, Degree in Art &
Design, Photography, Film and Art History, work in gal-
leries, education, film, media, advertising, journalism,
and studio work.

Teacher responsible: Miss L Crofton
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Art: Textiles
Specification:
Edexcel 8TE0/9TE0

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
Art & Design or Textiles Grade 5 

Subject description
Textile Design involves the creation, selection and
manipulation of textiles across a variety of practices
including: constructed textiles, dyed textiles, printed

textiles, fine art and sculptural textiles, fashion textiles. 

Units studied
AS components
Component 1 Coursework  
Students will produce a journal incorporating recording
from primary and contextual sources and textile
experiments.  They will create final outcomes as the
realisation of their ideas.
Component 2 Externally set assignment 
A paper will be set in January in which students are
given time to generate ideas and practical exploration
in response to a given theme.  

A2 components
Component 1 Coursework  
Students are required to produce a body of practical
work and a personal study in written form as an essay.
Component 2 Externally set assignment 
A paper will be set in January in which students are
given time to generate ideas and practical exploration
in response to a given theme.

How the course is assessed
Both AS and A2 are assessed by marking of practical 

evidence produced to cover four assessment objectives,
each covering 25% of the qualification. AS Component
1 and Component 2 are both 50% of the final grade. A2
Component 1 is 40% and Component 2 is 60% of the
final grade.

Post-18 opportunities
Foundation Studies in Art & Design, Degree in Art &
Design, Costume Design, Interior Design, Art History,
Printmaking, Fashion & Textiles, and Textiles, working
in galleries, education, film, media, theatre, the fashion
industry, textile design and production.

Teacher responsible: Mrs T Hetherington
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Biology
Specification:
AQA

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
Science 6 & 6 (Higher Tier only) or 5 in Biology plus 5 in
Maths 

Subject description
The course explores key biological principles: molecules
and cells; physiologies of plants and animals along with
genetics and use of gene technology in medicine and
forensic science; disease and infectious pathogens in
relation to lifestyle and the effect on human health;
environment and effects of human impact; energy
transfer through ecological systems.  Investigative or
practical skills are assessed throughout the course.
It is worth considering Biology with a complementary
subject such as Chemistry, but this is not essential.

Core content
1.   Biological molecules
2.   Cells
3.   Organisms exchange substances with their 
     environment
4.   Genetic information, variation and relationship
     between organisms
5.   Energy transfers in and between organisms (A Level 
     only)
6.   Organisms respond to changes in their internal and 
     external environments (A Level only)
7.   Genetics, populations, evolution and ecosystems (A 
     Level only)
8.   The control of gene expression (A Level only)

How the course is assessed
AS is assessed with two written papers covering any
content from modules 1-4, including relevant practical
skills.  The two papers are each 1 hour 30 minutes long.
Each paper has a 50% weighting.  A Level is assessed
with three written papers covering 1-4, 5-8 and 1-8
respectively.  All papers also assess relevant practical
skills.
At A level, if students meet the required competency of
skills and techniques they will also receive a practical
endorsement.

Post-18 opportunities
Students go on to a wide range of courses from Biology,
including Medicine, Environmental Studies, Sports
Science, Education and Natural Sciences.

Teacher responsible: Mr J Parks
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Business Level 3
Specification:
OCR Level 3 (Camtec) Cambridge Technical Extended
Certificate (05835)

Qualification type:
Vocational Applied General Qualification equivalent to A
Level.

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
Students will be expected to have achieved a minimum
of five Grade C or equivalent passes at GCSE in Year 11
(including a 5 in English language).  You don’t need to
have previously studied Business Studies, but if you
have you must have achieved at least a Pass/C Grade
at KS4.

Subject description
Business Studies is a broad subject in the Social
Sciences, allowing the in-depth study of a range of
specialties such as accountancy, finance, organisation,
human resources management and marketing.
Business Studies is a dynamic subject in which you will
apply theories and experience to real-life settings.  In
Business students research solutions to potential
problems that a business may face and analyse and
evaluate the success of these solutions.  The
opportunity to see issues from the angle of both a
student and a business person will allow you to develop
a variety of transferable skills, such as evaluating and
analysing business data, developing oral and written
communication skills.

Course outline 
Students will study five different units including: The
Business Environment; Working in Business; Marketing
& Market Research; Introduction to Human Resources.

How the course is assessed 
The course is 50% coursework and 50% exam, graded
using the Pass, Merit, Distinction and Distinction*
system.  The introductory Diploma is equivalent to one 
GCE A Level, and the course carries UCAS points.

Post-18 opportunities
The list is long and varied but Business is useful for
many careers.  Students have gone on to pursue areas
such as: accountancy, economics, event management,
financial services (banking etc.), insurance, management,
marketing, planning management, sports management,
surveying and telecommunications. 

Business is also a route to various university course
including Accountancy, Business Studies, Economics,

Education, Finance, Management, Marketing, Politics
and Social Sciences.

Teacher responsible: Mr N Edge
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Chemistry
Specification:
OCR Specification A

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
Science 6 (Higher Tier only). Students also need a 5 in
Maths on the higher paper.   Students may also be asked
to attend a bridging course in July 2018.

Subject description
Chemistry is at the forefront of scientific adventure.
Without it there would be no plastics, metals, rubber,
electricity, synthetic fibres, fertilisers or medicine.
Chemistry is not just a matter of “what reacts with what”
but “how?”, “why?” and “can it benefit society?”  You
may like to consider combining Chemistry with a
complementary subject such as Biology, Physics or
Maths.

Course breakdown
Module 1: Development of practical skills.  Includes
the skills of planning, implementing, analysis and
evaluation.
Module 2: Foundation of Chemistry.  Includes moles 
calculations, atomic structure, bonding and redox 
reactions.
Module 3: Periodic Table and Energy.  Includes
enthalpy calculations, kinetics equilibria and green
chemistry.
Module 4: Core Organic Chemistry. Includes
introduction to carbon compounds such as alkanes,
alkenes, alcohols and halogenoalkenes.
Module 5: Physical Chemistry and Transition
elements.  Includes quantitative kinetics and
equilibria, electrochemistry and transition elements.

Module 6: Organic Chemistry and Analysis. Includes
carboxylic acids, aromatics nitrogen compounds and
instrumental analysis.

How the course is assessed
AS is assessed with two written papers covering any
content from modules 1-4, including relevant practical
skills.  The two papers are each 1 hour 30 minutes long.
Each paper has a 50% weighting.
A Level is assessed with three written papers:
•    Paper 1 assesses content from modules 1, 2, 3 and 
     5.  It is two hours and 15 minutes long and counts 
     for 37%.
•    Paper 2 assesses content from modules 1, 2, 4 and 
     6 plus any material appropriately flagged within 
     the specification from modules 3 and 5.   It is two 
     hours and 15 minutes long and 37%.
•    Paper 3 assess content from modules 1 to 6.  It is 
     one hour and 30 minutes long and worth 26%. 
•    Practical endorsement for Chemistry.  This does 
     not count towards the final grade but will show on 
     the exam certificate as practical skills pass or fail.

Post-18 opportunities
An A Level in Chemistry can help you on your way to a
wide range of careers, including engineering, forensics,
physiotherapy, medicine, law, accounting… or even art
restoration.

Teacher responsible: Mrs C Moran
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Computer Science
Specification:
AQA

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
Computer Science B or 4 in Maths, if Computer Science
has not been followed.

Subject description
Computational thinking is at the core of Computer
Science.  It allows us to model problems in ways that
enable us to develop effective solutions using skills like
abstraction, inference and algorithm design.  Students
choosing our Computer Science A Level qualifications
will be well prepared to take on the challenges of the
modern world – a world in which the need for
problem-solvers able to meet these challenges
head-on is paramount.

Units studied
AS:
Fundamentals of programming; Fundamentals of data
structures; Systematic approach to problem solving;
Theory of computation; Fundamentals of data
representation; Fundamentals of computer systems;
Fundamentals of computer organisation and
architecture; Consequences of uses of computing’
Fundamentals of communication and networking.
A2: 
Fundamentals of programming; Fundamentals of data
structures; Fundamentals of algorithms; Theory of
computation; Fundamentals of data representation;
Fundamentals of computer systems; Fundamentals of
computer organisation and architecture; Consequences
of uses of computing; Fundamentals of communication 

and networking; Fundamentals of databases; Big Data;
Fundamentals of functional programming; Systematic
approach to problem-solving.

How the course is assessed
AS: 100% written examinations.
A2: 80% written examinations, 20% coursework 
(programming using the Python programming
language).

Post-18 opportunities
Computer Science students are equally well equipped
to move into either higher education or employment.
Apart from the Computer Science-based degrees, some
degrees in Physics, Engineering, Mathematics can be
combined with Computer Science and a head start can
be vital.  Opportunities after university for computer
scientists and computer programmers are as great as
is the penetration of computing technology into
modern 21st-century society.

Teacher responsible: Mr M Smith
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Design &
Technology
Specification:
EDUQAS

Qualification type:
Linear

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
Design and Technology - Grade C

Subject description
Design and Technology at ‘A’ level allows you the
opportunity to exercise your initiative, imagination and
resourcefulness in the examination of design problems.
It is intended that this course should provide an
interesting and stimulating subject for study in the Sixth
Form. Whilst the content is not seen primarily as
vocational, the knowledge, understanding and skills
gained are likely to be of great benefit to candidates
pursuing further studies, in their personal lives, and in
the world of work.
This course investigates all disciplines of design and
technology. It is not suitable for those students looking
to study a fashion or textiles career.

Units studied:
AS:
Component 1: Design & Technology in the 21st
Century - Written Paper (2½ hour exam) – 50%
Component 2: Design and Make Task - Designing and
producing a workable solution to a real problem
identified by you from a context set by the exam board.
(Approx. 40 hours work) – 50%
A Level Units
Component 1: Design & Technology in the 21st
Century - Written Paper (3 hour exam) – 50%

Component 2: Design and Make Task - Designing and
producing a workable solution to a real problem
identified by you. (Approx. 80 hours work) – 50%

Post-18 opportunities
On successful completion of the course the
qualification is particularly appropriate for entry into
Higher Education, notably design-based courses. It will
also give you an advantage if you are considering
entering the workplace for the first time.

Teacher responsible: Mr H White
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Drama & Theatre
Studies
Specification:
Edexcel

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
English Language 5 Drama (if taken) B

Subject description
All components of this course are based around
practical exploration of texts or ideas.  There is a focus
on the theatre-making process to ensure that students
understand how to create and develop their ideas for
performance collaboratively and then to reflect on this
process.  Set texts require students to articulate how
they would perform in certain roles and design for
certain scenes, putting practical work at the art of the
course.

Units studied
AS:
Component 1: Students will study five different units
including: The Business Environment; Working in
Business; Marketing & Market Research; Introduction
to Human Resources.
•    A Group performance of one key extract from a 
     performance text informed by the methodology of 
     one influential practitioner.
•    A monologue or duologue performance from one 
     key extract from a different performance text. 
Component 2: Theatre Makers in Practice.
•    Written Examination: 1hour 45 minutes. 40%
•    Practical exploration and study of a complete 
     performance text.

•    Live theatre evaluation.
A Level
Component 1: Devising 90%
Devise an original performance piece, using one key
extract from a performance text and a theatre
practitioner as stimuli.
Component 2: Text in Performance 20%
A group performance of one key extract from a
different performance text.
Component 3: Theatre Makers in Practice 40%
•    Written examination: 2 hours 30 minutes
•    Live theatre evaluation
•    Practical exploration and study of a complete
     performance text in light of a chosen theatre 
     practitioner, focusing on how this text could be 
     reimagined for contemporary audience.

Post-18 opportunities
Universities and employers like students who have
studied Drama as they are used to woring
collaboratively and are proficient communicators.

Teacher responsible: Ms S Cowley
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Economics
Specification:
Edexcel

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
Minimum English Language 6 and/or Maths 6 as well as
Business (if taken) B

Subject description
Economics is a very dynamic and relevant subject.  
Economics can be defined in a few different ways. It's
the study of scarcity, the study of how people use 
resources and respond to incentives, or the study of
economic decision-making. 
This course aims to encourage students to develop an
academic understanding of relevant economic and
business concepts and theories and to apply them to
real-world issues.  An interest in the wider world will be
essential.  Students will have the opportunity to
participate in study trips, student conferences in 
London, Junior Investor Challenge, Enterprise Day and
other Economic and Business competitions.

Course Outline:
AS: 
Theme 1: Markets, consumers and firms
Scarcity, choices and potential conflicts; Enterprise,
business and the economy; Sources of finance; The
markets; Market failure and government intervention;
Revenues, costs, profits and cash.
Theme 2: The Wider economic environment
Business growth and competitive advantage; 
Marketing and price & income elasticity of demand;
Increased business efficiency; Life in the global 
economy; The economic cycle; Introduction to 
macro-economic policy.

A Level: Theme 3: The global economy
Globalisation; Business expansion; Global marketing;
Multinational corporations; Global labour markets; 
Inequality and redistribution.
Theme 4: Making markets work
Competition and market power; Market failure across
the economy; Macroeconomic policies and impacts on
firms and individuals; Risk and the financial sector.

How the course is assessed
Examinations are 100% of the assessment.  An ability
to communicate well in written form is essential; 20%
of assessment will involve calculations which will need
to be applied and developed to real world contexts and
developed into extended written answers and essays:
AS: Two 90-minute exams in Year 12
A2: Three two-hour exams in Year 13 

Post-18 opportunities
The course gives students access to a range of careers
and opportunities for higher education (unlike similar
qualifications we have had students go to read
Economics at Oxbridge and LSE).  Economics is also a
route to other subject areas and careers including:
Accountancy, Maths, Business, Economics, Finance,
Insurance, Management, Market Trading/Investment
Banking, Marketing, Philosophy, Politics and Social
Sciences. 

Teacher responsible: Mr N Edge
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English Language
Specification:
EDUQAS

Qualification type:
AS Level and A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
English Language 5 and English Literature 4.

Subject description
Students have the opportunity to explore the English
language in use.  You will develop an understanding of
the concepts and methods appropriate for the analysis
and study of language, applying this knowledge both
to spoken and written forms.  You will engage creatively
with language, developing your ability to produce your
own original writing.  You will also study how we
acquire language and how our language is affected by
the situations we find ourselves in. This course also
examines the history of the English language and will
culminate in an independent investigation looking at
how language shapes identity.

Units studied
AS:
Component 1: Analysis of Texts in Context (two-hour
exam, 50% of qualification)
Section A: Spoken Language of the Media.
Section B: Written Language.
Component 2: Using Language (two-hour exam, 50%
of qualification)
Section A: Investigating Data.
Section B: Critical & Creative writing.

A Level
Component 1: Language Concepts and Issues 
(two-hour exam, 30%)
Section A: Analysis of Spoken Language.

Section B: Language Issues.
Component 2: Language Change Over Time 
(two-hours 15 minutes exam, 30% of qualification).
Section A: Language Change Over Time.
Section B: English in the 21st Century.
Component 3: Creative and Critical Use of Language
(105-minute exam, 20% of qualification). 
Component 4: Language and Identity (coursework,
20% of qualification).

How the course is assessed
AS: 100% written examinations
A Level: 80% written examinations, 20% coursework

Post-18 opportunities
English A Levels are always well considered by
universities and this course combines detailed analysis
of language with the development of skills as both a
producer and interpreter of language.  The course
offers opportunities in media work and journalism, law
and teaching.

Teacher responsible: Mrs K Carrick
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English Literature
Specification:
EDUQAS

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
English Literature 5 and English Language 4

Subject description
This course gives you the opportunity to develop
academic insight and personal understanding of key
texts.  You will be encouraged to communicate your
ideas in clear discussion, to exercise critical judgement
and refine analytical skills in written work, and to think
creatively as you develop a personal response to a
variety of texts.  You will also develop an understanding
of the importance of context as you will study texts
from different times and genres.

Units studied:
AS:
Component 1: Pre- and Post-1900 Prose (two-hour
exam; closed book, 50% of qualification)
Component 2: Poetry and Drama (two-hour exam;
open and closed book, 50% of qualification)

A Level:
Component 1: Poetry (two-hour exam; open book,
30% of qualification)
Component 2: two-hour exam; closed book, 30% of
qualification)
Component 3: Unseen texts (two-hour exam, 20% of
qualification)
Component 4: Prose Study (Coursework, 20% of
qualification)

How the course is assessed
AS: 100% written examinations
A Level: 80% written examinations, 20% coursework

Post-18 opportunities
Studying Literature will enhance your understanding of
many other subjects.  Literature A Level is seen by
universities as a rigorous academic subject as it not only
deepens and broadens your understanding of literature
from different periods but also develops essay-writing
and analytical and critical skills.  These are essential for
careers in law, journalism, media, advertising, politics,
philosophy, education and the civil service, to name but
a few.

Teacher responsible: Miss R Kerridge
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Film Studies
Specification:
EDUQAS

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
English Language 4

Subject description
The chance to understand the film industry, film
production and the impact of the film experience on
audiences.  You will also have the opportunity to create
film sequences using your knowledge of the film-
making process.  Students will be exposed to some 18
certificate films but these films have been carefully 
selected to deepen their understanding for the subject.

Units studied
AS:
Component 1: American Film
Students study Hollywood films since the 1960s and
the relatively contemporary American independent
films, to further their understanding of the production
process, micro feature analysis and marketing and
distribution issues.
Component 2: European Film
Students will focus on British films to compare aspects
of narrative, micro features and as texts for a
socio-political study, and study a non-English
language European film to demonstrate the different
aesthetic feel and unique sensibility of films produced
outside the Hollywood system
Component 3: Production
Students will be given a production brief to make
their own short film/sequence to submit as
coursework.  

A Level: 
Component 1: American and British Film 
Building on the AS work, students will study Classical
Hollywood, Hollywood since the 1960s, contemporary
American independent film and British film.
Component 2: Varieties of film
Students will study film movements such as Silent
Film and Vaudeville or the French or Asian New Wave,
Documentary, Global and Short Film.
Component 3: Production
Practical productions choices are either a short film or
with a digitally photographed storyboard and an
evaluative analysis.

How the course is assessed
Component 1: Written examination3 hours, 35%
Component 2: Written examination 3 hours, 35%
Component 3: Non-exam assessment, 30%

Post-18 opportunities
Film Studies overlaps with a broad range of subjects
due to its analytical demands, the creative side of
constructing a text and the business and economic
insight students will gain regarding the industry both
here and abroad.  It can lead to a wide variety of
university degree courses or towards media or
communication employment opportunities.

Teacher responsible: Mr M Tighe
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French
Specification:
Edexcel

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
French B

Subject description
You will study a range of topics which are relevant to
you as a young adult such as music and the media,
education and French society.  You will also study a film
and a book in depth.  You will be encouraged to discuss
issues and to justify different points of view.  To help
you with your speaking, you will have the opportunity
to work in small groups with a native speaker. You will
also be invit3ed to take part in the annual Sixth Form
study visit to Clermont-Ferrand in France.

Units studied:
AS:
Changes in French society, such as attitudes to
marriage, family structures, education and the world
of work.  You will also study a French film.

A Level:
Multiculturalism and immigration and an aspect of
French history.  There will also be in-depth study of a
text.

How the course is assessed
100% exam-based, with two written exams. The first will
include listening, reading and a translation into English.
The second will include a translation into French and
essays about a film or book studied.  There3 will also
be a speaking exam.

Post-18 opportunities
Employers value language ability and students who
have studied French have a broad skill set to offer. 
Students are also well equipped for further study at
university.  Many students study French in conjunction
with other subjects such as History, Philosophy, Law,
Business and International Relations.  Language skills
are currently in great demand both in business and
international contexts and in education.  More than 50
British universities currently offer French courses
leading to a degree.

Teacher responsible:
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Geography
Specification:
OCR

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
Geography 5 or 5 in English Language or Maths or 5 in
Science

Subject description
A Level Geography encourages learners to develop a
range of essential skills for Higher Education and the
world of work through content which is relevant to any
citizen of the planet in the 21st century.  Through
exciting topics learners will understand the nature of
physical and human geography while unpicking the
debates surrounding contemporary challenges facing
the world today.

Units studied
Physical Systems: including landscape systems and
Earth’s life support systems.
Human interactions: including changing spaces,
making places and global connections.
Geographical Debates: including the investigation of
two of the following topics: climate change, disease
dilemmas, exploring oceans, future of food,
hazardous Earth.
Investigative Geography: including an independent
geographical investigation.

How the course is assessed
Physical Systems (01), 72 marks in a 105-minute written
paper worth 24% of the total A Level.
Human Interactions (02), 72 marks in a 105-minute
written paper worth 24% of the total A Level.
Geographical Debates (03)*, with 96 marks in a two-

hour 30-minute written paper worth 32% of the total A
Level.
Investigative Geography (04/05), a 3,000-4,000 word
independent geographical investigation worth 20% of
the total A Level.

Post-18 opportunities
A Level Geography is a strong subject when applying
for university courses. Geographers find employment
in a wide selection of careers in fields that require
strong personal study skills such as financial, land and
retail management, leisure and tourism, teaching,
armed forces, civil service, planning, sales and social
services.  The wide variety of relevant topics studied,
the independent thinking it engenders and the range
of skills encouraged by this course are recognised by
universities and employers alike.

Teacher responsible: Mr N Webb
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German
Specification:
Edexcel

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
German B

Subject description
AS and A Level German gives you the opportunity to
further develop your skills in listening, speaking,
reading and writing as well as gain knowledge of the
country and its culture and recent history.  You will
study a range of topics such as music and the media,
education and recent German history and society.  You
will also study a film and a book in depth.  You will be
encouraged to discuss issues and to justify different
points of view.  To help you with your speaking, you will
have the opportunity to work in small groups with a
native speaker.  You will also have the chance to take
part in the annual German exchange with our partner
school (Friedrich König Gymnasium) in Würzburg,
Germany.

Units studied:
AS:
Modern German society, music, education, the media
as well as festivals and traditions, including a German
film.
A2:
Multiculturalism and immigration and German
reunification.  There will also be in-depth study of a
text.

How the course is assessed
There are two written and one spoken examination.
The first written exam will include listening, reading and 

a translation into English.  The second will include a
translation into German and essays about a film or
book studied.

Post-18 opportunities
There are numerous situations in the job market where
the knowledge of a foreign language at A Level is a
great advantage over others without.
Germany is Britain’s number one trading partner in
Europe.  Numerous companies need translation and
interpreting skills at various levels to conduct business
with Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Eastern Europe,
where German is the principle foreign language after
English.
At every university there are now opportunities to
combine German with other subjects.

Teacher responsible: Mr A Craig
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Government &
Politics
Specification:
AQA

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
English Language or Literature 4

Subject description
Through your study of Politics you will acquire vital skills
that will serve you well throughout your life.  They will
include skills of high-quality written communication, an
engaging and coherent capacity for debating and the
ability to analyse complex information.  They will be
acquired by studying political ideas, the government
and politics of the US, and comparative politics.

Units studied
AS:
Government and politics of the UK (100% of AS grade)

A Level:
1.   Government and politics of the UK
2.   The government and politics of the USA 
     (comparative politics)
3.   Political ideas

How the course is assessed 
Three two-hour exams, one on each unit studied
containing a mixture of medium-length “explain” and
essay-style questions.

Post-18 opportunities
Government & Politics gives a good grounding for a
wide variety of careers.  As it touches on literally every
aspect of society, this course has universal appeal.

Teacher responsible: Mrs F Watson
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Health &
Social Care
Specification:
BTEC national Level 3 Extended Certificate in Health and
Social Care 

Qualification type:
BTEC Qualification, equivalent to A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
Health & Social Care (if studied) at Merit or 4 in English

Subject description
This two-year qualification, offered at four-unit level,
gives a broad vocational introduction to Health &
Social Care. Students are actively encouraged to
experience not only the theoretical aspects detailed
below, but also to establish links with local employers,
make use of case studies and perform their own
primary research to help with assignments.

Units studied:
Year 12:
•   Human lifespan development – External examination
•   Meeting individual care and support needs – 
     Internal portfolio
Year 13:
•   Working in Health and Social Care – 
     External examination
•   Psychological perspectives – Internal portfolio
As the course is modular, and with the order of the units
being completed, if students decide to complete only
the first year of the qualification they can be awarded a
Level 3 Certificate in Health & Social Care as opposed
to the Extended Certificate. This is equivalent to an AS
qualification and would therefore be awarded 50% of
the UCAS points of the extended certificate. 

How the course is assessed
A combination of portfolio and external assessment is
used, with external examiners verifying the quality of
the internal portfolio assignments. There are two
external assessments, one in each year, which total 58%
of the final grade. The internal portfolio assignments
are mostly completed within lesson time, allowing
students to be well supported in finishing them to the
best of their ability.

Post-18 opportunities
Further studies in Higher Education on such courses as
Social Work, Criminology, Midwifery, Clinical
Psychology, Radiography, Nursery, Mental Health or
Adult Nursing are all possible routes to take.
Apprenticeships within the Health & Social Care are
also popular choices. 

Teacher responsible: Mrs R Scales
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History
Specification:
AQA

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
History 5 or if History has not been taken, 5 in English
Language or Literature.

Subject description
Over the two years students will study aspects of both
English and European history.  They will have the
opportunity to develop their knowledge and
understanding of significant events, individuals and
ideas in history as well as to evaluate problems and
make judgements about the past. History will be
studied from a variety of perspectives (social, religious,
economic, cultural and political) so that students will
develop an understanding of how the past has been
interpreted and represented.

Units studied
AS:
Unit one: The Tudors: England, 1485-1547
Unit two: Revolution & Dictatorship: Russia and the
Soviet Union, 1917-1929

A Level:
Unit one: The Tudors: England, 1485-1603
Unit two: Revolution & Dictatorship: Russia,
1917-1953
Unit three: Historical investigation: American Civil
Rights 1861-1968 (coursework)

How the course is assessed
Each course at AS is worth 50% of your final AS grade
and assessed through external examinations in the  

summer term. At A Level the content learned at AS
willbe continued into the full A Level and units one and
two will be assessed by examination, with each unit
worth 40% of the final grade.  The final 20% is achieved
by the coursework unit, which is essay-based and on
American Civil Rights.

Post-18 opportunities
History gives a good grounding for a wide variety of
careers, teaching valuable skills that re deemed
essential by employers.

Teacher responsible: Miss C Ring
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Information
Technology
Specification:
BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate inInformation
Technology

Linear or Modular: 
Modular

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
Grade B in GCSE Computer Science or Grade B in GCSE
ICT, if these subjects have not been followed, please
discuss with 6th form team

Subject description
This course is for highly motivated students who want
to develop the knowledge and skills needed to become
a competent IT user. The BTEC National qualification is
more practical than a traditional A-level and the skills
and knowledge acquired will support further study
towards entry level roles in IT, such as vocational
apprenticeships, social media specialist, web/content
developer, or business analyst.  
Over the course of the two years’ students undertake
two pieces of coursework the focus being on business
use of social media and website development. 
The external examinations will develop a sound
understanding of IT technologies and practices which
are essential for IT professionals. This will create a solid
foundation in the fundamentals of hardware, networks,
software, the ethical use of computers and how
businesses use IT. 
You will also develop an understanding of the uses of
information in the public domain, globally, in the cloud
and across the Internet, by individuals and
organisations. You will discover that good management 

of both data and information is essential and that it can
give any organisation a competitive edge.

Units studied:
Unit 1: Information technology systems, (Externally
set paper exam)
Unit 2: Creating systems to manage information,
(Externally set practical exam)
Unit 3: Using social media in business, (Internally
assessed coursework)
Unit 6: Website development. (Internally assessed
coursework)

How the course is assessed
60% Examination
40% Coursework 

Post-18 opportunities
Information Technology gives students a good range
of skills used in the modern workplace, and would be
appropriate for anyone. In today’s world, where ICT is
constantly changing, individuals will increasingly need
technological and information literacy skills. These skills
are now as essential as the traditional skills of numeracy
and literacy. The BTEC Nationals have been developed
and redefined to be aimed specifically at students aged
16+, and to be more relevant to further education and
employment. The BTEC Level 3 National Extended
Certificate in Information Technology qualifies for the
same UCAS points as traditional A-levels. 

Teacher responsible: Mr C Shaw
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Mathematics
Specification:
OCR (MEI)

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
Mathematics 6 or above

Subject description
Mathematics is a uniquely exciting, powerful, rewarding
and challenging subject.  You will study many new areas
of Mathematics as well as explore some familiar topics
in a great deal more depth.  You will develop your
powers of analysis and your ability to deal with abstract
concepts such as mathematical proof.  The content of
A Level Mathematics B (MEI) is listed below under four
areas:
1.   Mathematical processes, consisting of 
     mathematical argument and language, problem-
     solving and mathematical modelling.
2.   Pure mathematics includes proof, algebra, graphs, 
     sequences, trigonometry, logarithms, calculus and 
     vectors.
3.   Mechanics includes kinematics, motion under
     gravity, working with forces including friction,
     Newton’s laws and simple moments.
4.   Statistics includes working with data from a 
     sample to make inferences about a population, 
     probability calculations, using binomial and 
     normal distributions as models and statistical 
     hypothesis testing.

How the course is assessed
There will be three examination papers at the end of
the course to assess all the content:
1.   Pure Mathematics and Mechanics, a two-hour

paper 

     assessing mathematical processes, pure 
     mathematics and mechanics.
2.   Pure Mathematics and Statistics, a two-hour paper 
     assessing mathematical processes, pure 
     mathematics and statistics.
3.   Pure Mathematics and Comprehension, a two-
     hour paper assessing mathematical processes and 
     pure mathematics.

Post-18 opportunities
Recent research showed that graduates with A Level
Maths earned, on average, 10% more than those
without.  Mathematics is essential if you wish to study
Mathematics, Engineering or Physical Sciences at
degree level.  It is considered valuable as a supporting
subject to many varied degree courses such as
Geography, Law, Computing, Economics, Biology and
Medicine.  It is an impressive A Level to be able to put
on any application form.

Teacher responsible: Mr A Gemmell
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Further
Mathematics
Specification:
OCR (MEI)

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
Mathematics 7 or above

Subject description
Mathematics is the only subject with a second A Level.
Further Mathematics gives the opportunity to study
exciting areas of Mathematics, such as complex
numbers matrices and differential equations in more
depth and breadth.  The topics covered will deepen
your knowledge and understanding of both pure and
applied Mathematics and provide an introduction to
those studied at degree level.  
The content of the A Level Further Mathematics B (MEI)
consists of a mandatory unit of Pure Mathematics and
then a combination of optional units.
There are three possible routes:
Route A: Candidates must take the mandatory core
pure and Mechanics major units and then one further
optional minor unit, excluding Mechanics minor.
Route B: Candidates must take the mandatory core
pure and Statistics major units and then one further
optional minor unit, excluding Statistics minor.
Route C: Candidates must take the mandatory core
pure unit and then three further minor optional units.
The route chosen will depend on the strengths and
interests of the class.
The content is listed below, under four headings:
1.   Mathematical processes consisting of mathematical 

     argument and language, problem-solving and 
     mathematical modelling.  This content is assessed 
     in every unit.
2.   Core pure content
3.   Major options
Mechanics major, Statistics major
4.   Minor options
Mechanics minor, Statistics minor, Modelling with
algorithms, Numerical methods, Extra pure, Further
pure with technology

How the course is assessed
There will be three exam papers at the end of the
course to assess all the content:
1.   Pure Mathematics, a two-hour 40-minute paper
2.   Major option, a two-our 15-minute paper
3.   Minor option, a 1 hour 15-minute paper

Post-18 opportunities
Further Mathematics will develop your problem-solving
and analytical skills, which are highly valued by both
employers and universities.  Further Mathematics is
strongly recommended for degrees in Mathematics,
Physical Sciences or Engineering.  It will also help
increase your success at university in other maths-
related subjects, such as Computing and Economics.

Teacher responsible: Mr A Gemmell
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Music
Specification:
Edexcel

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
Music level 6

Subject description
The course is based around the elements Performance,
Composition and Appraising.  For students who have
studied and enjoyed GCSE Music then this is a natural
progression to develop musicianship skills further.
Students who opt for AS/A2 would be expected to be
involved in the extra-curricular life of the department.
The course combines well with Music Technology.

Units studied
Performing: Students have to perform (either solo
and/or ensemble) for a minimum of six minutes at AS
or eight minutes at A Level.
Composing: At AS students compose two pieces, one
to a set brief and the second in response to a different
brief or as a free composition. At A Level students must
compose two pieces one in response to the free choice
brief/free composition and one in response to a brief
assessing technique.  The two pieces must have a
comgined duration of at least four and a half minutes
at AS and six minutes at A Level.
Appraising: The content of musical contexts and
musical language is taught through the context of six
areas of study, each containing two set works at AS and
an additional set work at A Level.

How the course is assessed
Performing will be marked as a continuous recital and
the compositions marked according to the mark 

scheme.  There will be a two-hour listening exam at the
end of the courses.

Post-18 opportunities
There are increasing opportunities for musicians – as a
professional or session musician, composing in various
genres e.g. film, popular or classical, sound engineering,
sound design or teaching/lecturing.  There are a variety
of courses available looking at various aspects and
specialisms within music.

Teacher responsible: Ms G Martino
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Music Technology
Specification:
Pearson/Edexcel

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
Students should demonstrate a strong practical interest in
the subject, as a performer, a composer, or a technologist.

Subject description
Music Technology is about composing or creating
music, or synthesising sounds, through a creative use
of electronic hardware and computer software.  It is
equally about knowing how the technology works, how
it has developed over time, and understanding where
it can take the musician as it advances.  Skills learned
here are applicable both musically and technically in all
areas of the media and entertainment industry.
This new specification has no requirement for
knowledge of music theory while emphasising the
practical and theoretical elements of music technology.
It should be seen as completely separate (and
complementary) to traditional Music A Level.  

Units studied
Component 1: Recording (externally assessed, 20%)
Production tools and techniques to capture, edit,
process and mix an audio recording.
Component 2: Technology-based composition
(externally assessed, 20%)
Creating, editing, manipulating and structuring
sounds to produce a technology-based composition.
Composition 3: Listening & Analysing (written exam
25%)
Knowledge and understanding of recording and
production techniques and principles.

Component 4: Producing & Analysing (written/
practical examination, 35%)
Knowledge and understanding of editing, mixing and
production techniques.
Application of knowledge related to Areas of Study 1
and 2.
Areas of study
1.   Recording and production techniques for both 
     corrective and creative purposes
2.   Principles of sound and audio technology
3.   The development of recording and production 
     technology

How the course is assessed
For both the AS and A Level courses, two external
exams (60%) and two non-examined assessment
components (coursework, 40%).

Post-18 opportunities
There are many opportunities for the creative music
technologist, for example: arranging and composing for
TV or film; sound design for computer games; software
coding; acoustic design; sound engineer; record
producer; broadcaster.  The diverse range of Music
Technology degree courses currently on offer reflects
this breadth of opportunity.

Teacher responsible: Mr R Picton
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Physical Education
Specification:
OCR

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
PE B. Candidates will also require a grade C or higher
from the GCSE theory paper.  This reflects the nature of
the A Level course in comparison to the practical nature
of GCSE.
Applicants without GCSE PE need a minimum of 5 & 5
in Science.

Subject description
To develop an understanding of the factors influencing
sporting performance.  There is detailed study of the
physiological and psychological components that
contribute to the performer and the performance and
of the social, moral and cultural issues which affect
participation and performance in physical activity.  A
Level PE focuses on the theoretical study of sport and
physical activity rather than practical ability and as such
requires participants with academic focus. Students will
be assessed at the end of the two years to gain an A
Level qualification, but will sit a separate AS Exam at the
end of the first year.

Units studied
AS:
Physiological factors affecting performance;
Psychological and socio-cultural themes in PE;
Performance within physical education.
A Level:
Physiological factors affecting performance;
Psychological factors affecting performance;
Socio-cultural and contemporary issues; Performance
with physical education.

How the course is assessed 
Non-exam assessment (NEA).  One practical
performance, as either a coach or a performer. NEA: one
performance analysis task. A total of four hours
assessment split over three examination papers taken
at the end of the two-year course. The opportunity to
demonstrate knowledge of both theory and
performance skills in NEA and through the
examinations. 

Post-18 opportunities
A Level PE is a recognised and often desirable entry
qualification for university It can either be used as a
stepping stone to sports-related university courses such
as Sports Science and Sports Therapy, or will count as
part of an A Level points total to gain entry to other
university courses.

Teacher responsible: Miss K Alexander
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Physics
Specification:
OCR

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
Physics 6. Students also need a 6 in Maths in the higher
paper.

Subject description
Physics is used to solve problems – health, environmental,
social and technological. It’s about practical
applications in the world around us but also involves
concepts such as the origins of the universe and the
smallest building blocks of the cosmos.  You may wish
to consider combining Physics with another Science or
Maths course.

Units studied
Module 1: Development of practical skills: planning,
implementing, analysis and evaluation.
Module 2: Foundation of Physics: physical quantities,
units, measurements, scalars and vectors.
Module 3: Forces and motion: motion, forces in
action, work, energy and power, materials.
Module 4: Electrons, waves and photons: charge and
current, energy, power and resistance electrical
circuits, waves, quantum physics.
Module 5: Newtonian world and astrophysics:
thermal physics, circular motion, oscillations,
gravitational fields.
Module6: Particles and medical physics: capacitors,
electric fields, electromagnetism, nuclear and particle
physics, medical imaging.

How the course is assessed
AS: Papers 1 and 2 can assess any content from
modules 1 to 4.
A Level: Paper 1 assesses content from modules 1, 2, 3
and 5.  2 hr 15 min 37%.
Paper 2 assesses content from modules 1, 2, 3 and 6
plus any material appropriately flagged within the
specification form modules 3 and 5.  2 hr 15 min 37%.
Paper 3 assesses content from modules 1 to 6. 90 min
26%. 
Practical endorsement for Physics.  This does not count
towards the final grade but will show one the exam
certificate as practical skills pass or fail.

Post-18 opportunities
Physics can be used to gain entry to careers such as
science, technology, law, commerce, engineering and
education, to give just a few examples.

Teacher responsible: Mr S Lucking
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Psychology
Specification:
AQA

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
Psychology (if taken) B or 4 in English Language or
Maths or 5 in Science

Subject description
Psychology is the scientific study of human behaviour.
Students will use scientific methods to describe, explain
and predict differences in people’s behaviour.  It is a
fascinating subject that requires students to critically
analyse the findings of investigations, applying their
conclusions to everyday situations.  Psychology will
change the way you think about yourself, your life and
your relationships.

Units studied
AS:
Paper 1 – Social Influence; Memory; Attachment
Paper 2 – Approaches in Psychology; Psychopathology;
Research Methods
A Level:
Paper 1 – Social Influence; Memory; Attachment;
Psychopathology
Paper 2 – Approaches in Psychology; Biopsychology;
Research Methods
Paper 3 – Issues and Debates in Psychology; Gender;
Eating Behaviour; Aggression

How the course is assessed
100% written examinations

Post-18 opportunities
Psychology will appeal to students who are keen to
explore how people think and behave.  Careers in
psychology include pathways in advertising, education,
forensics, healthcare, journalism, public relations and
sports settings.  Any job that directly relates to people
would benefit from an understanding of psychology.

Teacher responsible: Mrs S Curtis
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Religious
Education
(Philosophy &
Ethics)
Specification:
OCR

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
Religious Education 5 or 5 in other Humanities subject(s)
or 5 in English if RE not studied at GCSE

Subject description
Philosophy of Religion
•    Ancient philosophical influences
•    Body and soul
•    Arguments for the existence of God
•    Religious experience
•    Challenge to belief: Problem of evil
•    Nature of God
•    Language
Ethics
•    Normative ethics
•    Applied ethics to issues
•    Ethical language
•    Conscience
•    Sexual ethics
Developments in religious thought 
•    Sources of authority/wisdom
•    Religious identity/practices
•    Social and historical developments
•    Religion in society

How the course is assessed
100% examinations at the end of A2 year for those who
complete the A Level.

Post-18 opportunities
Religious Education A Level can be used to access a
wide range of higher education courses. It has
particular relevance for those entering the caring
professions and can also be used to gain entry to
careers involving dealing with the public generally, eg
law, commerce, public relations, journalism medicine,
education, politics and theology.

Teacher responsible: Mr R Noble
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Sociology
Specification:
AQA

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
Sociology B or 5 in English Language if Sociology not
studied at GCSE

Subject description
Sociology is an exciting and interesting subject that
enables us to analyse modern society and human
behaviour. Important topics and controversial issues are
central to this course and always provoke lively debate:
What do we mean by culture? Are boys bound to fail
at school? Can we explain suicide? Knowledge,
analytical skills and critical evaluation are developed as
we explore the theories, methods and findings of
sociologists. This course may change the way you think
about the world you live in.

Units studied
AS:
Paper 1 – Education with Methods in Context
Paper 2 - Research Methods and Topics in Sociology
(Culture and Identity)
A Level:
Paper 1 – Education and Theory and Methods
Paper 2 – Topics in Sociology (Culture and Identity
and Beliefs)
Paper 3 – Crime and Deviance and Theory and
Methods

How the course is assessed 
100% written examination

Post-18 opportunities
Some students continue with Sociology at university
while others find it useful in courses as varied as
Business, Economics, History, Philosophy, Psychology,
Politics, Law, Drama, Occupational Therapy and Teacher
Training.  Students have found employment in areas as
diverse as the media, commerce, education, law and the
caring professions.

Teacher responsible: Mr O Saunders
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Spanish
Specification:
Edexcel

Qualification type:
A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades)
Spanish B

Subject description
Spanish AS and A Level gives you the opportunity to
further develop your skills in listening, speaking, reading
and writing as well as gain knowledge of the country and
its culture and recent history.  You will study a range of
topics such as music and the media, education and recent
Spanish history and society.  You will also study a film and
a book in depth.  You will be encouraged to discuss issues
and to justify different points of view.  To help you with your
speaking, you will have the opportunity to work in small
groups with a native speaker.  The languages faculty is
running a popular Spanish exchange, with a school in
Seville.  You will also be invited to attend any A Level
conferences in the area.

Units studied
AS:
Changes in Spanish society, music and culture, 
including a Spanish film.
A Level:
Multiculturalism and immigration and an aspect of
Spanish history. There will also be in-depth study of a text.

How the course is assessed
There are two written and one spoken examination. The
first written exam will include listening, reading and a
translation into English.  The second will include a
translation into Spanish and essays about a film or book
studied.

Post-18 opportunities
Students who have studied Spanish make attractive
employees and are also well equipped for further study
at university.  Many students study Spanish in
conjunction with other subjects such as History,
Philosophy, Law, Business and International Relations.
Language skills are currently in great demand, both in
business and international contexts and in education.
At least 53 British universities offer Spanish courses
leading to a degree. As part of a degree course in
Spanish, you will have the opportunity to study, work
or travel to Spain and/or South America.

Teacher responsible: Miss A Andrades-Galvez, 
Mrs S Green, Miss G Cesarano
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Travel & Tourism
Specification:
BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate

Qualification type:
BTEC qualification, equivalent to A Level

Entry criteria (GCSE grades) 
Psychology (if taken) B or 4 in English Language or
Maths or 5 in Science

Subject description
This course offers an alternative style of learning to
other subjects offered in Sixth Form.  It will teach about
the travel and tourism industry.

Units studied
Unit 1: The world of Travel & Tourism
Unit 2: Global Destinations
Unit 3: Managing the Customer Experience
Unit 18: Events, Conferences and Exhibitions

How the course is assessed
Students must complete all four units over the two
years of study.  This qualification includes a range of
assessment types and styles, which is the main
difference from A Level courses. There will be two
external assessments and two internal assessments.

External Assessments
Unit 1: 90 min exam with 75 marks available.  Students
will sit the exam at the end of Year 12 and will have the
opportunity to re-sit in Year 13.
Unit 2: A task and case study set by the exam board.
The assessment will take up to three hours of lesson
time to complete and be submitted using a computer.
Internal Assessments
Units 3 and 18: Assignments will be carried out in
school and assessed by teaching staff.

The course is graded using the Pass, Merit, Distinction
and Distinction* system.

Post-18 opportunities
The course gives students access to a range of careers
in the service sector and opportunities for higher
education. UCAS tariff points are equivalent to A Level
grades.

Teacher responsible: Mrs S Berrisford
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Where are they now?

2017 was another excellent year for Farlingaye with another great set of results at A Level and AS
Level – a pass rate of 98.5%. The national papers once again listed us as a highly performing school.
Our A Level results confirmed our position as one of the most highly ranked in Suffolk.

Every student achieved at least two A Level passes, which will enable them to go onto either Higher
of Further Education or their chosen career, 75% of grades were at A*-C and 18 students achieved
at least two A* grades.

These excellent results have allowed many students to access demanding and prestigious university
courses, at institutions such as Cambridge, Oxford, Warwick, Edinburgh, and the London School
of Economics.

As well as those gaining very high grades, we were equally pleased with the excellent performances
of students who exceeded their benchmark grades and achieved the results needed to secure
Higher Education places – many on their first-choice course.

Destinations of students who left in 2017
University: 86% (including 24% taking a gap year first)
Employment/Apprenticeship/Further Education: 14%

Becky Ellis
Before becoming a teacher at Farlingaye High School, I
studied in the Sixth Form. I enjoyed studying Biology,
Chemistry, Physics and General studies to A2 Level. When
I finished my A Levels, I went and completed a degree in
BioVeterinary Sciences at the Royal Veterinary College in
London.

During my degree I realised that I wanted to become a
Biology teacher. I subsequently completed my Post-
Graduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) at UEA in 
Norwich and was very fortunate to be offered a job here
at Farlingaye! 

It was very exciting to return to the school where I was
taught and to be surrounded by so many familiar faces.
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Jack Moody
I am currently doing an apprenticeship for Balfour Beatty
getting practical experience in the building management
trade whilst just being accepted into Anglia Ruskin
University unconditionally to study part time Quantity
Surveying (MSc). 

As I will be doing the course as well as a full time job, I
have day leave from the apprenticeship to go and study
to further my knowledge and therefore increasing the
effectiveness of my work skills, making me more and
more useful to the office. Balfour Beatty are funding my
university fees over the 5 year course and are paying for all
of my travel arrangements from Norwich to Chelmsford
weekly, which means I will have no student loan or any
debt to pay back. 

Farlingaye helped me by checking that my CV was up
to scratch and helped me get the grades I needed to
get accepted onto the course. The aim is to become a fully
chartered quantity surveyor and advance through the
business ranks.

So what next?
Once you have read this booklet, highlight the courses that interest you then discuss the courses with:
•  Your parents
•  Your current teachers
•  The teachers who teach the subjects at A Level
•  Year 12/13 students currently taking the subjects

After you have attended the Sixth Form Open Evening on Thursday 11th January 2018, complete
the application form included in this brochure.  

Hand the form in to the school office by Friday 2nd February 2018. An appointment will then be
arranged for you and your parents with a senior member of staff in March or April to discuss your
choices.

Finally remember to keep working for your GCSEs!
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Farlingaye SIXTH FORM

Completing the Application Form
Included in this brochure you should find an application form.  Please complete the entire form.
To choose your subjects complete the pools grid by placing a tick next to your chosen subject(s).
When completing this remember:
•    You must select only ONE subject in each pool, choosing four subjects.
•    As well as these four subjects, all students must also take Additional Studies in the remaining 
     pool group.
•    Further Maths students only must choose Maths in Pool D and Further Maths in Pool E. Students 
     should speak to Mr Gemmell to discuss whether this course is appropriate. 

If we cannot offer the exact subject combination that you would like, please let us know.  If several
students make a similar request, we will do our best to change or add subjects to our pools.

Return the application form to the School Office by 
Friday 2nd February 2018.
If you are unsure about any aspect of your application, please ask Mr Lampard or Mrs Stuart for
clarification.

Please note that we cannot guarantee to run any particular course and in exceptional circumstances
may need to withdraw a course.
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